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A few- hannel super ondu ting onstri tion provides a set of dis rete Andreev bound states that may be populated with quasiparti les. Motivated by re ent experimental resear h, we study the pro esses in an a. . driven
onstri tion whereby a quasiparti le is promoted to the delo alized states outside the super ondu ting gap and
ies away. We distinguish two pro esses of this kind. In the pro ess of ionization, a quasiparti le present in
the Andreev bound state is transferred to the delo alized states leaving the onstri tion. The rell pro ess
involves two quasiparti les: one ies away while another one appears in the Andreev bound state. We noti e an
interesting asymmetry of these pro esses. The ele tron-like quasiparti les are predominantly emitted to one side
of the onstri tion while the hole-like ones are emitted to the other side. This produ es a harge imbalan e of
a umulated quasiparti les, that is opposite on opposite sides of the jun tion. The imbalan e may be dete ted
with a tunnel onta t to a normal metal lead.
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This makes it important to develop the means of an
a tive

1. INTRODUCTION

Super ondu ting mesos opi

stru tures are among

the most promising andidates to realize quantum

om-

putation devi es in the solid state [1℄. Apart from extrinsi

sour es of de oheren e that might get in the

way, quasiparti le poisoning

onstitutes one of the ma-

jor obsta les inherent to super ondu tors [2℄.

In a

Cooper pair box, the presen e of quasiparti les leads
to a
a

oupling of even and odd

harge modes, providing

hannel of de oheren e for the

harge qubit [

In addition, quasiparti le ex itations

3; 4℄.

an break the

fermion parity required for the prote tion of a Majorana state [57℄. Naively, the super ondu ting gap



should ensure an exponentially suppressed quasipartile population at su iently low temperature.

How-

ever, various experiments indi ate that a long-lived,
non-equilibrium quasiparti le population persists in the

we theoreti ally investigate the

ontrol of the popula-

tion of quasiparti les in the Andreev bound states at
a super ondu ting

onstri tion by means of pulses of

mi rowave irradiation. We

on entrate on the generi

ase of a few- hannel super ondu ting onstri tion with
highly transparent

hannels.

made on the basis of atomi

Su h

onstri tions are

break jun tions [14℄. The

simpli ity of their theoreti al des ription enabled detailed theoreti al resear h [1517℄. In the presen e of a
phase dieren e at the

onstri tion, an Andreev bound

state is formed in ea h

hannel [

18; 19℄.

In a re ent ex-

periment, the population of su h a single bound state
has been dete ted by its ee t on the super urrent in
the

onstri tion.

has also been su

The spe tros opy of Andreev states
essfully performed [

20; 21℄

in this

setup.
In this work, we investigate the pro esses that

super ondu tor, harming the desired operation of super ondu ting devi es [813℄.

ontrol of the quasiparti le population in bound

states asso iated with a nano-devi e. Thus motivated,

swit h the Andreev bound state population.

We as-

sume low temperatures that permit to negle t the pop-

* E-mail:

Y.V.Nazarovtudelft.nl

ulation of delo alized quasiparti le states. Let us
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sider a quasiparti le with energy

Shooting quasiparti les from Andreev bound states

EA < ,  being the

super ondu ting gap edge in the leads.

:::

A(x)

0

If we mod-

ulate the super ondu ting phase with the frequen y

~ >

EA, we

an transfer this quasiparti le to the

L

R

states of the delo alized spe trum. This is an ionization pro ess. Suppose we start with no quasiparti le in
the

0

onstri tion and wish to ll the bound state. This

an be a hieved by the absorption of a quantum of the
Fig. 1.

high-frequen y phase modulation, provided the quantum energy ex eeds

EA + .

In the

2. MODEL

onstri tion.

We model the super ondu ting weak link with a

We will utilize a master equation approa h to deorresponding transitions.

As usual, this

works if the transition rates in energy units are mu h
smaller than the energies involved.

In our situation,

 while the transition rates due to
with amplitude Æ an be estimated

the energy s ale is
the modulation
as

(Æ)2 .

Therefore, the master equation approa h

is justied if

jÆj  1, that is,

in the limit of small

modulations.
We

quantum Hamiltonian

x being the

port

hannel,

The

onstri tion of the length

V (x).

tering potential
tential

A(x)

1d

orresponding to a single transoordinate (see also Fig. 1).

L is modelled by a s

at-

In addition, a nite ve tor po-

R

on a lo al support provides a phase bias

between the left and right
being the elementary

onta t,

 = 2e dx A(x), e

harge. We fo us on the regime

where the ex itation energy is mu h smaller than the

 EF , su h that the spe trum an
jL; Ri thus signies a

E

Fermi energy,

be linearised. The pseudo spin

ompute the rates of the ionization and rell

pro esses in the lowest order in the phase modulation
amplitude and shortly explain how to
ulation by applying the a. .

ontrol the pop-

pulses that initiate the

pro ess.

left/right moving ele tron with the Fermi wave ve tor

kF , where z
regime, the

j = vF z .

les emitted in the

ourse of these pro esses. The quasi-

parti les y with equal probability to both leads. However, more ele tron-like quasiparti les leave to one of
the leads while more hole-like ones leave to the opposite
one. This results in a net

harge transfer per pro ess

an be regarded as a non-equilibrium

addition to the super urrent in the

onstri tion. Sim-

ilar to the super urrent, the ee t

hanges sign upon

hanging the sign of the super ondu ting phase.
The ee t leads to

harge imbalan e [

non-equilibrium quasiparti les that are a

umulated in

the leads on the spatial s ale set by the inelasti
ation of the quasiparti les [24℄. This

relax-

atta hed to the super ondu tor: the method proposed
in [24℄ and widely applied in re ent years [
This paper is organized as follows.

25; 26℄.

We formulate

The Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian

~ = 1)

(1)

i represent the Nambu spa e.
V provides the ree tion, as x =
= jLihRj + jRihLj. Both V and A are real fun tions
and have a nite support in the interval x 2 [0; L℄.
Let us rst deal with a stationary phase . We
where the Pauli matri es

diagonalize the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), in the limit of

 vF =L. There is one
Andreev bound state solution j'A (x)i, with a subgap
q

a short

onstri tion,

E; 

EA =  1 T0 sin2 (=2), T0

normal state transmission
transport

hannel under

oe ient

being the

hara terizing the

onsideration.

The Andreev

bound state is responsible for the super urrent in the
onstri tion. Sin e the levels are spin-degenerate, the
Andreev level

n = 0; 1; 2 quasiparti les, the
Is (1 n), where Is  2eEA .

an host

super urrent being

In addition, there are the extended s attering eigenstates

j'out i with eigenenergies E > . They
p have the

BCS density of states

0

the model in Se . 2 and we give results for the rates in

where

Se . 3. Se tion 4 is dedi ated to the estimations of the

The indi es

harge imbalan e ee t in the voltage-probe setup.

In the linearized

The potential

harge imbalan e

an be measured with a normal-metal voltage probe

jRihRj.

H = [ ivF x z +V (x)x ℄ z evF A(x)z +x ;

eigenenergy

22; 23℄ of the

= jLihLj

urrent density operator is represented as

is then given as (

We nd an interesting asymmetry of the quasiparti-

and in prin iple

onstri tion

ourse of su h a

level while another one is promoted to the delo alized

s ribe the

x

1d model of the super ondu ting

rell pro ess, one quasiparti le emerges in the Andreev
states and leaves the

L

2 0 ,

= L; R and  = e; h indi ate the s atter-like quasiparti le outgoing to the

ing state with an

1177

 (E ) = (E )E= E 2

is the density of states in the normal metal.
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. The outgoing s attering states
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to the solution of the advan ed propagator. This set of
states is related to the in oming s attering states (re-

S  =
0

=

h'out0 0 j'in i.

Our s attering matrix

To des ribe an a. . driven system, we assume

=  + Æ sin( t)

0.4

0

oin ides with

the one found in Ref. [17℄.

0.3

(t) =

0.2

and treat the phase modulation am-

plitude as a perturbation.

We
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ompute the rates of

0.1

various pro esses in the lowest order when they are
proportional to

(Æ)2 .

In addition, the

0

onstri tion may be subje t to

1

2

3

4

quantum phase u tuations, i. e., the phase modulation be omes an operator,

Æ(t)

! ^,

R
S (!) = dt e i!t hÆ^ (0) Æ^y (t)ienv ,
ment of the jun tion.

Ionization and rell rates for T0 = 0:5 and  =
= , when EA  0:7. The ionization rate appears
at the threshold  0:3, while the threshold for the
rell is  1:7

whose dy-

nami s is determined by the ele tromagneti

Fig. 2.

environ-

The phase noise spe trum is
where the expe -

tation value is with respe t to the environment degrees
of freedom.

If the environment is in thermal equi-

librium, the noise

Z (!)

felt by the

sipation theorem,

GQ

 e2 =~.

readily

an be related to the impedan e
onstri tion via the u tuation dis-

S (!) = 4GQ Z (!)=!, where ! > 0,

The rates of the inelasti

Substituting the wave fun tions into Eqs. (2), (3),
and (4), we arrive at the following expressions:

T0 (Æ)2
( + EA
I=
16

pro esses are

omputed with this.



3. THE TRANSITION RATES AND

p

( + EA )2

T0 (Æ)2
(
R=
16

To ompute the rates, we apply Fermi's Golden rule.
The advantage of the model and the gauge in use is that
the matrix elements of the perturbation only depend on
the wave fun tions

'(x) at the origin.



For instan e, the

A to delo alized
quasiparti le states n with energy E = EA +
reads

2
2
I  A!n = (Æ)  (E ) jh'A (0)jj j'n (0)ij : (2)
8

p

(

EA )
E
2 A
(

EA )2

rate of ionization from the bound state



A and n reads

2
2
R  0!An = (Æ)  (E ) jh'n (0)jj j'~A (0)ij ;
8
with j'
~A (0)i = iy x j'n (0)i and the energy of
emitted quasiparti le E =
EA .



ur in the state

(3)

hanging the population of the An-

estimated as

A

the same Andreev bound state. The

impedan e and

orresponding rate

reads

= S (2EA ) jh'A jj j'~A ij2 :



EA
2 [ os() + 1℄
;
EA )2 EA2



(Æ)2 

(4)

(6)

2 !
E
A
EA2 4
:



T0

(7)

1

and, at su iently large

 only.
an be

 hh2 iiq , hh2 iiq  ZGQ being the

quantum u tuation of the phase. For typi al ele tromagneti

flu t
2A!0

2

EA2

(5)

hanged qui kly. As to the annihilation rate, it may be

dreev level is the annihilation of two quasiparti les in





p 2


Thus the population of the Andreev bound state

quasiparti le states are empty. In this regime, the only

A



phase modulation amplitudes, are restri ted by

For the moment, let us assume that all the extended
natural pro ess

EA2

We see that the ionization and rell rates at
are of the order of

the

EA2
2

S (2EA )
1
A=
4

The rate of the rell pro ess whereby the quasiparti les

)

p 2


EA
2
E +  [ os() + 1℄
2 A
;
( + EA )2 EA2

MANIPULATION

o

5
Ω/∆

environments,

Z is of the order of the va

hh2 iiq  10

3

uum

. This implies that at

su iently large a. .

modulations,

(Æ)2

 hh2 iiq ,

the annihilation rate

an be negle ted in

omparison

with the a. .-indu ed rates.
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posite situation,

is not a hievable

esses also produ es ionization. In this

EA

stant a. . modulation will

0
Refill

= 0, R =
6 0,

sin e the phase modulation responsible for rell pro-

∆

Ionization

:::

Shooting quasiparti les from Andreev bound states

ase, the

on-

ause a random distribution

of the population.

Annihilation

4. CHARGE IMBALANCE

An ee t whi h, to the best of our knowledge, has

ΓI

been overlooked so far is that the eva uation of quasi-

ΓI
ΓR

parti les from Andreev bound state is asymmetri

ΓR

respe t to ele tron- and hole-like states and
reate

harge imbalan e of the quasiparti les in the

leads.

ΓA
Fig. 3.

with

an thus

Namely, we nd that the rate at whi h an outgoing ele tron-like quasiparti le is

Transitions ausing hanges in the Andreev
bound state o upation

reated is not equal to

the one for outgoing hole-like quasiparti le in the same
lead,

e

= R; I .

frequen y, both rates saturate at the same value. We

h

for both rell and ionization pro esses,

In the limit of a short

onstri tion where we

an negle t the energy dependen e of the transmission

We illustrate the frequen y dependen e of the ionization and rell rates in Fig. 2. In the limit of large

6=

oe ients, there is a symmetry between the leads:

( h ) in one lead equals

h

e

( e ) in the opposite lead,

stress, however, that the pra ti al frequen ies for the

so that the total number of quasiparti les emitted to

manipulation of the Andreev bound state are most

ea h lead is the same on average.

likely restri ted by

2:

higher frequen ies would

As a onsequen e of the rate asymmetry, ea h quasi-

ause

massive generation of quasiparti le pairs at the

on-

parti le ex itation pro ess is a
age

stri tion and in the bulk of the super ondu tor.
Let us determine the distribution of the bound state
populations under

onstant driving.

ausing transitions between

n = 0; 1; 2 are summarized
Pn ,

n = 0; 1; 2; reads
P_0 = 2 R P0 + I P1 + A P2 ;
P_1 = ( I + R )P1 + 2 R P0 + 2 I P2 ;
P_2 = ( A + 2 I )P2 + R P1 :
The fa tors

2

q (E ) =

The pro esses

in Fig. 3. The master equation for the probabilities

where the prefa tor a
quasiparti le

(8)

E
qI = 2 A


(9)
(10)

P0 =
P1 =

s

In

stationary state, the probabilities are given by

I( A + 2
I( A + 2

A ( I + R ) + 2 2I
;
I + 4 R ) + R (2 R + 3 A )
2 R( A + 2 I )
;
I + 4 R ) + R (2 R + 3 A )

E 2 2
E

E
qR = 2 A


(11)

s

(

e
e+

h
;
h

(14)

ounts for the energy-dependent

harge at energy

obtained as

ompanied by an aver-

onstri tion,

Evaluating the rates, the

in this equation are due to the double

spin degenera y of the single quasiparti le state.

p

harge transfer in the

E.

on rete expressions are

( + EA )2 2

2 EA2


EA 1 + +EEA A
 E + 2 (1 + os ) ;
A

EA )2 2
2 EA2



(12)





(15)



EA
EA 1
EA
:
2
EA  (1 + os )

2 2R
P2 =
: (13)
I ( A + 2 I + 4 R ) + R (2 R + 3 A )
In the absen e of a rell rate,
R = 0, I 6= 0, the

parameters.

Andreev bound state is always emptied by the ioniza-

see immediately that

tion pro esses.

per urrent. Indeed we see from the formulas that the

Therefore the a. .

phase modulation

In Fig. 4,

an be used for puri ation of the lo alized quasiparti le states in nanodevi es. We stress that the op-

qI

 is plotted for several
qR would look similar. We
q () = q ( ), like the su-

as a fun tion of
The plot for

harge transfer is proportional to the super urrent
ried by the Andreev bound state

1179
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EA
S

Re

111
000
000
111
000
111
000
111

N

1

Vout

Build-up of harge imbalan e due to harge
asymmetry of the quasiparti les emitted from the onstri tion. The harge imbalan e is measured with a
N S tunnel jun tion voltage probe atta hed to the
lead, Vout being the output signal
Fig. 5.

The harge transfer qI as a fun tion of .
The parameters are T0
: and =
f=; ; g
(dashed, dotted, solid), and T0
, =
(thi k
solid)
Fig. 4.

=05

=1

 = 1 3 1 20
=1

the stationary phase bias therefore inverts the
transfer.

We see that the rell pro ess is

Contrary to the super urrent, the
exhibits a dis ontinuity at
of this rather

 = 0.

harge transfer

The explanation

fun tion of

 at  = 0 sin

e the state merges with the

delo alized spe trum at this point. The

q

are

thus the

2-periodi

ontinuous

and have a node at

harge asymmetry vanishes.

The maximum

harge transfer for a given

rea hed in the limit of a fully transparent



is

onstri tion,

see also the thi k solid urve in Fig. 4. In this parti ular
limit, the a. . drive a tually produ es only a quasipar-

e-like (h-like) for 0 <  < 
T0  1,
pT . Likewise
harge transfer vanishes as q 
the
0

ti le of one kind, namely,
(

 <  < 0).

the

In the opposite tunneling limit,

harge transfer vanishes

lose to the threshold driv-

ru ial for the net ef-

empty.
In prin iple, the
ditional dissipative

harge transfer gives rise to an adurrent

e

Id = eq_

that is seen

on the ba kground of a generally mu h bigger superurrent,

harge trans-

 = , where

(17)

fe t: otherwise the Andreev bound state will always be

ounter-intuitive feature is that the wave

fun tion of the Andreev bound state is not a

fers

q_ = qI I (P1 + 2P2 ) + qR R (2P0 + P1 ):

harge

su h a

Is

 e.

Although it is possible to observe

urrent, in the following we will

on entrate on

a more interesting manifestation of the ee t.
If the thermalization of the quasiparti le distribution in the leads near the
the

onstri tion is not immediate,

harge asymmetry gives rise to a build up of a net

quasiparti le

harge density

,

also known as

harge

imbalan e. The imbalan e may be measured by a voltage probe
the

onne ted to a lead at some distan e from

onstri tion.
The idea of the measurement as introdu ed in

=
 + EA   for
Ep
A   for = R), obeying the power law
 Æ = in this limit. Far
away from the threshold,
p
, the harge transfer
EA2 . For large
saturates at qI;R ! 2 EA = 2

Ref. [24℄ is depi ted in Fig. 5. An unequal population of

jq jmax

IV .

ing frequen y, where

= I (Æ =

p
= T.


q

Æ

driving frequen ies, the maximal polarization value is

0

Considering the thin

urves in Fig. 4,

where the driving frequen y is varied, we observe that
for large frequen ies,



,

 , the polarization on the other hand may in rease
 >  > =2,

where the bound state is deeper in

the gap, before it drops to zero at
Under

onditions of

super ondu ting

 = .

onstant irradiation, the net

harge transfer per unit time is omputed from the mas-

The voltage

onta ts produ es a

Vout

in the probe vanishes,
In the

ounter- urrent

at whi h the net tunnel

IQ + IV = 0,

harge imbalan e.

the maximal value is

at small stationary phase bias. For lower frequen ies,
for

e-like and h-like quasiparti les gives rise to a urrent IQ
at the N S tunnel jun tion that is proportional to the
harge imbalan e  near the jun tion. Applying a voltage eVout = N
S between the normal metal and

ase of low temperatures,

T

urrent

is a signal of the

  , this mea-

surement is extremely sensitive. This is be ause

IV

is

formed by the normal-metal ex itations with energies

> .

At low temperatures the number of these ex ita-

tions is exponentially small and therefore a large
is required to

ompensate

signal voltage reads

ter equation and reads

1180
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eVout = T ;

p

0 = 0 2T  exp(=T )

being the (exponentially

small) equilibrium quasiparti le density. Owing to this,

T = 0:05

even at moderately low

in aluminium, a

harge imbalan e of 0.001 elementary harges per

ubi

 0:1T=e. The
eVout  T , at larger imbales the signal saturates at T ln(= 0 ).
To estimate , we note that potential s atter-

mi rometer produ es already a signal
above relation is valid if
an

ing does not lead to the relaxation of

harge imbal-

an e. This relaxation should involve inelasti
and/or s attering on magneti

Q

imbalan e lifetime
harge transfer

pro esses

impurities. The

harge

is therefore long and quasipar-

ti les diuse far away from the

q_, quasiparti

onstri tion. The net

le diusion and relaxation

are

ombined into a diusion-relaxation equation for

the

harge-imbalan e density

(r),

s ale

p

We assume the

ti les are spread over

LQ ,

reated quasipar-

V , the volume of the lead at the
Q

V

pie e at the s ale

LQ

L2
 q_ DQV :

(20)

RQ1 =

ontrol the o

upation.

In addition, we found an

parti le emission. We demonstrated that this asymmetry may lead to a measurable
quasiparti les a

20; 21℄

measure the

onstri tion.

an be performed on the same
where high-frequen y irradiation

an be applied to the
state populations
super urrent.

harge imbalan e of the

umulated near the

The experiments
setup as in [

brought in

onstri tion and the Andreev

an be dete ted by measuring the

The setup

an be easily modied to

harge imbalan e ee t predi ted. In this
onta t with the super ondu ting leads at

forward to experimental
Our results

onstri tion.

We look

onrmation of our ndings.

an be generalized to multi- hannel su-

per ondu ting onstri tion that an be fabri ated mu h
easier than the break jun tions. Su h a generalization

length.

ase of a short jun tion,

In this

ase, the jun tion

orrelation

an be regarded as

olle tion of independent transport

the quantities dis ussed are thus

hannels, and all

ontributed by ea h

hannel. This is the subje t of our ongoing resear h.

This allows to represent the estimation

ompa t form, independent on pe uliarities of the

geometry and disorder in the leads. Namely,

Combining estimations for

Vout

and

We gladly appre iate the

ontributions of Prof.

Alexander Fyodorovi h Andreev to theoreti al physi s
and super ondu tivity that provided us with a fas i-

  (RQ GQ )0 q:_
q_ 

to

a

an be estimated as

upa-

asymmetry of the rates of ele tron- and hole-like quasi-

that is, shorter than the super ondu ting

Let us note that the normal-state resistan e of the

in a

ing the dynami s of the Andreev bound state o

tion, and based on this, we proposed e ient s hemes

is espe ially straightforward in

  q_
= e2 0 DV =L2Q.

onstri tion subje t to

an a. . phase modulation. We derived the rates involv-

sub-mi ron distan e from the

N S voltage probe

to be pla ed within this s ale. The
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(19)

harge imbalan e is thus spread over the length

LQ  Q D.

We have investigated the pro esses of quasiparti le
emission in a super ondu ting

ase, the additional normal-metal ele trodes should be

_ Dr2  + =Q = qÆ
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(18)
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To get a rough estimate of a hievable values, we take

RQ  1 Ohm,

 10

3   1 eV, T

out the exponential fa tor, the value of
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